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To: Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Statement of Wellbeing and Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in
our Community
1.0

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
1.1

Prior to the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, the Council
produced a Corporate Plan that was aligned to the regional Single Integrated
Plan (SIP). The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 changed
this to focus on the Wales We Want which is emphasised in seven Wellbeing
Goals have been passed by Welsh Government.

1.2

Together with this Act stated the ways in which we should work to achieve the
goals. These are known as the five ways of working, i.e. long term;
preventative; involvement; integration; collaboration.

1.3

To embed this change, MTCBC has developed an ‘Our Shared Vision’
document. This makes the connections from the seven national Wellbeing
Goals through to the local objectives and political priorities.

1.4

In the first year of implementing the Act (i.e. 2016/17) we have monitored
progress and recorded the lesson we have learned. This has led to
streamlining and refocusing entering into the second year of implementation.

1.5

The nine Wellbeing Objectives have been reduced to four, one for each
theme. This has helped us become more focussed to real change and most
impact. It is important to note that the findings from the engagement with
communities have not been lost.
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1.6

2.0

3.0

To meet our statutory duty we will present the Statement of Wellbeing and
Focus on the Future documents to Council for approval on the 4th of April
2018.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
2.1

The Statement of Wellbeing document is scrutinised in terms of how the
Council is meeting its requirements against the Wellbeing of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015.

2.2

The Focus on the Future document is scrutinised in terms of how the Council
is meeting its requirements against the Wellbeing of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
3.1

Prior to the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, the Council
produced a Corporate Plan that was aligned to the regional Single Integrated
Plan (SIP). However, each Council, and indeed areas across Wales, was not
necessarily working towards a common goal. The Wellbeing of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015 changed this. Seven Wellbeing Goals for
Wales have been passed for the ‘Wales We Want’. These are: A prosperous
Wales; A resilient Wales; A healthier Wales; A more equal Wales; A Wales of
cohesive communities; A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language; A globally responsible Wales.

3.2

Together with this, the Act stated the ways in which we should work to
achieve the goals. These are known as the five ways of working, i.e. long
term; preventative; involvement; integration; collaboration. The Act also sets
out the four pillars of Wellbeing, namely: cultural, economic, environmental
and social wellbeing of the people who live and work in the County Borough.
The five ways of working and four pillars should be used when appraising
options for change and in any work and/or projects going forward. They
should also be used to challenge what is being done within service areas and
offer the challenge around doing different things.

3.3

The Act requires each Public Service Board (PSB) and Council to work with
their communities to develop local objectives. Merthyr Tydfil County Borough
Council (MTCBC) and the Cwm Taf PSB have acted on this.

3.4

Approximately 12 months ago MTCBC released a Statement of Wellbeing and
a Focus on the Future document following a substantial involvement and
engagement exercise with the community. This was then completed in the
wider Cwm Taf area; this replaces the old Corporate Plan and SIP.

3.5

To embed this change, MTCBC has developed an ‘Our Shared Vision’
document. This makes the connections from the seven national Wellbeing
Goals through to the local objectives and political priorities. This document is
contained within one page and acts as an easy to understand guide. When
considered with service area strategies and operational plans a thread is
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created that can be extended down to individual tasks. This helps staff
members see how they are contributing to the Act and the ‘Wales We Want’
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4.0

WHERE WE WERE
4.1

As alluded to above, the Wellbeing Objectives for Merthyr Tydfil were
developed following considerable involvement and engagement with the
community. As such nine Wellbeing Objectives were formulated, these being:
 Best Start 1: Children get the best start to life;
 Best Start 2: Children and young people are equipped with the skills
they need to be successful learners and confident individuals;
 Working Life 1: Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: Developing the
workforce of the future;
 Working Life 2: Developing the environment and infrastructure for
businesses to flourish;
 Environmental Wellbeing 1: Communities protect, enhance and
promote our natural environment and countryside;
 Environmental Wellbeing 2: Communities protect, develop and promote
our heritage and cultural assets;
 Living Well 1: Developing safer communities;
 Living Well 2: People have good physical and mental health; and
 Living Well 3: People live independently.
These objectives were formed under four themes, namely: Best Start (to Life);
Working Life; Environmental Wellbeing; Living Well.

5.0

4.2

New governance arrangements were tested regarding the nine objectives.
This was monitored via MTCBC Scrutiny Committees. Highlight reports were
produced and responsible officers would attend the committees to provide
updates on progress.

4.3

The new governance arrangements were monitored, a lessons learnt
document produced and presented to the Governance Scrutiny Committee in
January 2018. It was clear that due to the number of objectives and the way
in which this was being governed, it became very resource intensive and one
could argue low value for money. It also became apparent that non-project
work was being overlooked (when compared to projects) even though it was
making a positive impact on our Wellbeing Objectives.

WHERE WE ARE NOW
5.1

Following analysis of the lessons learnt document put together over the last
year, and engagement with Scrutiny Members regarding feedback on the
process, we have worked with Chief Officers to streamline the Wellbeing
Objectives and governance process.
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6.0

7.0

5.2

The nine Wellbeing Objectives have been reduced to four, one for each
theme (please see the ‘Our Shared Vision’ above). This has helped us
become more focussed to real change and most impact. It is important to
note that the findings from the engagement with communities have not been
lost. We have been able to complete the end of year reports and these will be
presented at the relevant Scrutiny Committees in the near future. It has also
meant that we have been able to refocus on the day-to-day activities and
project lists in best achieving our Wellbeing Objectives. This is reflected in
both the Statement of Wellbeing and Focus on the Future documents.

5.3

As required by the Act, MTCBC has to fulfil its statutory duty and publish a
Statement of Wellbeing and the Focus on the Future Plan. The Statement of
Wellbeing sets out our local Wellbeing Objectives for the community over a
five year period, 2017 to 2022; in other words this is why we are doing what
we set out. The Focus on the Future Plan goes into the detail of how and
what we will do to achieve the Wellbeing Objectives. Appendix I is the draft
Statement of Wellbeing, Appendix II is the draft Focus on the Future
document, and there is also an accompanying equalities impact assessment.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
6.1

Once we have scrutinised and then published the documents, we will
redesign the officer governance arrangements in line with setting the Scrutiny
Forward Plan. It is envisaged that the governance arrangements could mirror
that of the MTCBC Change Programme (reported as best practice by the
Wales Audit Office) to make best use of officer time.

6.2

This will allows us to continue to build the thread from the high level ‘Our
Shared Vision’ document down to individual performance appraisals. This will
then enable us to refocus on self-evaluation and operational performance
against action plans; meaning we will be able to better analyse success and
monitor trend data.

6.3

By this time next year we will know our achievements and gaps better. This
means we can become even more aware of how to impact on achievement of
change and get best value for money in delivering the Wellbeing Objectives.

WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT
7.1

Discuss and obtain the views of the Joint Scrutiny Committee regarding the
Statement of Wellbeing and Focus on the Future documents.

7.2

Present the Statement of Wellbeing and Focus on the Future documents to
Council for approval on the 4th of April 2018. These documents will then be
translated into Welsh before being published on the MTCBC website and sent
to the regulators (Wales Audit Office) by the end of April 2018.
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8.0

CONTRIBUTION TO WELLBEING OBJECTIVES
8.1

The Statement of Wellbeing and Focus on the Future documents set out the
Wellbeing Objectives.

ELLIS COOPER
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE

COUNCILLOR ANDREW BARRY
CABINET MEMBER FOR GOVERNANCE
AND CORPORATE SERVICES

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s)

Document(s) Date

Statement of Wellbeing
(Version 1 – Year 1)
Focus on the Future:
Wellbeing in our
Community
(Version1 – Year 1)

2017/18
2017/18

Document Location
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/media/3299/2
0170824-statement-of-wellbeing-v2-en.pdf
https://www.merthyr.gov.uk/media/3296/2
0170824-focus-on-the-future-2017-2022en.pdf

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council's
Constitution?
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1.

Foreword

1.1.

On behalf of Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council I am pleased to present our second
year Statement of Wellbeing which sets out our local wellbeing objectives for the
community from 2017 to 2022. The objectives were developed as a result of more than a
year’s work carried out. This exercise included extensive consultation and engagement
with communities and other stakeholders.

1.2.

Over the past year the Council has changed how it works to deliver the objectives. In
doing so we have captured key learning points and been able to streamline our processes
and objectives to become further focused on the outcomes from of stakeholder
consultation and engagement. It is important to note that our objectives have not changed
but become more focused. As I stated last year, I am confident that our wellbeing
objectives lay the foundation for an effective Council Plan.

1.3.

Our wellbeing objectives seek to secure sustained improvements in the economic, social,
cultural and environmental wellbeing of the people who live and work in Merthyr Tydfil,
now and in the future. The focus remains being on supporting people when they need it
most and equipping them with the skills they need to lead fulfilled lives. This will be done
by changing our approach to focus on the five ways of working as stated in the Wellbeing
of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015. As such we will focus on moving away from
being reactive and becoming preventative by thinking long term and involving,
collaborating and integrating with communities (‘five ways of working’).

1.4.

Our wellbeing objectives have been prepared and being delivered in a time of challenge
and change. Doing different things, working smarter, making better use of our assets has
never been so important. The Council intends to make effective use of the Wellbeing of
Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 to safeguard the wellbeing of Merthyr Tydfil now
and for the future.

1.5.

The Act presents us with an opportunity to work differently when delivering our Council
Plan. We will do this by utilising the five ways of working and ensuring the seven
wellbeing goals are always at the heart of what we do.

Gareth Chapman
Chief Executive
Page 1 of 17
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2.

Introduction

2.1.

Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
The Act is about improving the economic, social, cultural and environmental wellbeing of
Wales. For the first time in law public bodies have a common purpose and a national
shared vision.

2.2.

The Act puts in place seven wellbeing goals to ensure we are all working towards
achieving the shared vision. Each of the goals has a descriptor to build a common
understanding (Appendix I).

2.3.

The Act places a legal duty on public bodies to adopt the sustainable development
principle when setting wellbeing objectives and in taking steps to meet those objectives.
In the Act, the sustainable development principle1 is exemplified by the five ways of
working (Appendix II).

2.4.

Wellbeing Statement
In our wellbeing statement we set out the scope of each wellbeing objective and outline
why we consider that meeting the objective will maximise our contribution to the
achievement of the seven wellbeing goals.

2.5.

The wellbeing statement clearly communicates the connections between each of our
wellbeing objectives which will help secure an integrated and collaborative approach to
achieving all seven wellbeing goals.

2.6.

In the long term our wellbeing objectives seek to ensure we secure improvements across
all four pillars of wellbeing (economic, social, cultural and environmental) for the people
who live and work in Merthyr Tydfil now and in the future.

1

The sustainable development principle sets out five ways of working to help us work together better, avoid
repeating past mistakes and tackle some of the long-term challenges we face.

Page 2 of 17
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2.7.

The Sustainable Development Principle
As a public body, we need to make sure that the way we work aligns to the sustainable
development principle. How we have applied the sustainable development principle when
setting and reviewing our objectives has included:

Involvement
The involvement of people who visit, live and work in Merthyr Tydfil as
we carried out our wellbeing assessment. Local involvement was
focused on understanding personal wellbeing and generating strength
based intelligence by asking questions such as "What is good in your
communities?" and "What would make your communities better?"
Collaboration
We collaborated with senior officers across the Council when analysing
the assessment information and developing the wellbeing objectives.
This is helping us to grow awareness and practical experience of the 5
ways of working across services.
Integration
Integration of resources within the Council to maximise the collective
skills, knowledge and understanding to help build wellbeing objectives
that are commonly understood.

Prevention
Reducing the possibility of silo working by involving all services that
can contribute to the achievement of a wellbeing objective has helped
us work better together, ensured a focus on prevention, and decision
making that is more integrated and collaborative.
Long Term
Using the population projections for the county borough has helped
ensure a focus on the necessary conditions required in the long term to
grow and retain the working age population.

Page 3 of 17
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Our Shared Vision
2.8.

Over the past year the Cwm Taf Wellbeing Plan objectives has been agreed by partners
and there has been a change in the political administration of the Council. As such the
Council has revised its Shared Objectives document (Appendix III). This is an ‘at a
glance’ document connecting political, local and regional objectives in how the Council will
adopt the five ways of working in delivering the objectives to meet the national wellbeing
goals.

2.9.

All elements of the Shared Objectives document has been informed with engagement with
communities and developed in collaboration with key stakeholder groups. Examples
include the public responses captured as part of the political election campaign and the
consultation process in developing the Cwm Taf objectives.

2.10. Clear alignment can be seen between the three political priorities, the three Cwm Taf
regional objectives and the four local wellbeing objectives, together with synergy in how
these are being delivered. In each element the five ways of working are at the heart of
delivery; with focus on achieving the 7 wellbeing goals.
2.11. Our Shared Vision document is the start of a thread through the delivery of services
across the Council. The local objectives form service focus and the outcomes or
components of each objective form service outcomes. These are summarised into a
strategy-on-a-page (SOAP). The five ways of working form the mechanism for service
delivery and change. The Council’s project and change management framework
(including an updated integrated impact assessment) has been reviewed with the seven
national goals, four local objectives and five ways of working being at the heart.
2.12. This means that operational plans, team objectives and individual workings are also
fundamentally driven by the seven national goals, four local objectives and five ways of
working. This can then be reflected in individual 1-2-1 meetings and appraisals held
between staff members and their manager. As such, each team member will be able to
see how their role helps to deliver the four local objectives and indeed the seven national
goals. Equally, or perhaps more importantly, ways of working are being reviewed and
changed with the five ways of working from the Act being implemented.

Page 4 of 17
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3.
3.1.

Wellbeing Objectives
Wellbeing in Merthyr Tydfil
As part of our wellbeing duty under the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act, the
Council published its wellbeing objectives in July 2017 as set out in the plan Focus on the
Future: Wellbeing in our community.

3.2.

An assessment of wellbeing was carried out to develop our understanding of how to
positively impact wellbeing and to identify what matters to communities. The assessment
was published in March 2017 and can be accessed on Our Cwm Taf2. In addition, we
worked with residents to establish a baseline understanding of subjective wellbeing in
Merthyr Tydfil. This knowledge helped shape the wellbeing objectives, understand
potential responses to improve wellbeing and potentially set a wellbeing score for the
population.

3.3.

The Council has a duty to ensure its wellbeing objectives are designed to maximise its
contribution to achieving each of the seven wellbeing goals. In doing so, the Council must
take all reasonable steps in exercising its functions to meet those objectives.

3.4.

As outlined in the Chief Executive’s forward section, our local wellbeing objectives have
been streamlined from nine to four, to ensure a greater focus on delivery and improve
accountability. Organised by wellbeing theme, each wellbeing objective has clear
outcomes that will help us to respond to local community needs and contribute to the
seven national wellbeing goals.

BS

Best Start to Life
Children and young people get the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they
need to be successful learners and confident individuals.

WL

Working Life
People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses, with
a developing, safe infrastructure that establishes Merthyr Tydfil as an attractive
destination.

EW

Environmental Wellbeing
Communities protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside.

LW

Living Well
People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they are
safe and enjoy good physical and mental health.

You can read the population wellbeing assessments and the well-being assessments on the Our Cwm Taf
website.
2
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4.

Children and young people get the best start to life and are equipped
with the skills they need to be successful learners and confident
individuals 3
Children, have a positive early experience to ensure they are ready to learn, ready for
school and can develop the knowledge skills and attributes they will need to flourish in life,
learning and work.

4.1.

This objective is the integration of two separate objectives as published in our Wellbeing
Statement (March 2017) and wellbeing plan Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our
community (July 2017). The decision to integrate was based on the lessons learned
during year 1 of the Focus on the Future. Merging the objectives provides a greater focus
on the key transitions, which are milestone events for children and young people that have
a definite effect on their development. We define the transition events as, early childhood,
childhood and adolescence, and later adolescence and early adulthood.

4.2.

Education is one of the clearest predictors of life outcomes, such as employment, income
and social status, and is a predictor of attitudes and wellbeing. The objective integrates
the complete educational journey, from the early years through to compulsory years, and
post-16. The objective provides children and young people with the skills and attributes to
help them improve their own lives.

4.3.

Improving early years support is crucial in tackling the root causes of adverse childhood
experiences, which we know have a detrimental impact on future health and wellbeing.
We define early years as pre-birth to 7 years old. This broad definition recognises the
importance of pregnancy in influencing outcomes and the transition into primary school as
a critical period in children’s lives.

4.4.

Research evidence shows that there is value for schools to promote health and wellbeing
among pupils. Pupils with better health and wellbeing are more likely to be ready to learn
and achieve better academically.

4.5.

This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the
wellbeing needs of children young children. While this approach is important for all
children, it will particularly benefit children who face disadvantage or have a high risk of
poor outcomes later in life. The key outcomes (or components) for Best Start to Life are:





3

Children live in a nurturing and stimulating home environment
Children have access to high quality pre-school and school education
Improve the educational outcomes for all children and young people
Children and young people have good health and wellbeing

This wellbeing objective recognises the right of all young children to high quality relationships, environments and
services and will contribute strongly to promoting and upholding children’s rights as defined by the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC).
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4.6.

The risk of poorer outcomes for children and families are strongly correlated to underlying
factors, including poverty and low qualification levels of parents. Wider stresses such as
debt, substance misuse, poor housing and lack of employment also impact on the
development of children and young people.

4.7.

The best start to life has to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives which address
these underlying factors, particularly:



4.8.

People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses,
with a developing, safe infrastructure making Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination.
People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they are
safe and enjoy good physical and mental health.

To maximise our chances of achieving the best start to life will require an integrated
response across all our wellbeing objectives by applying the five ways of working.
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5.

People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs
of businesses, with a developing, safe infrastructure making Merthyr
Tydfil an attractive destination.
People live in safe, well-connected communities where heritage, language and culture are
valued and strengthened for future generations. Highly skilled and qualified people are
equipped to meet the changing needs of employers. The developing infrastructure
sustains and improves both the built and natural environment.

5.1. Following a ‘Lessons Learned’ exercise which has been undertaken at the end of year 1 of
the wellbeing plan, findings have led to this objective being broadened to encompass 4 of the
former objectives. This change aims to make clearer the links across the areas of skills
development, employability, a safe environment and the heritage, language and culture
across the County Borough. It is important to note that the emphasis of this objective, and
indeed the other objectives, has not changed. We have not deviated from the outcomes of
the community and stakeholder engagement sessions but become more focussed on
delivery.
5.2. Research4 shows that people who report no educational qualifications are more likely to
have relatively low income and that people who are not in employment with no qualification
are more likely to be economically inactive. There is also evidence to suggest that a wellmanaged urban environment and high quality local services are important to create
conditions that are attractive to business investors, visitors and local residents.
5.3. When local people talk about culture, it is often referred to as an opportunity for celebration.
The refurbished Town Centre has become an asset for hosting cultural activities that bring
people together such as the Merthyr Rising festival, the Awesome Annual Chilli Festival.
Making these social connections is directly correlated with improvements in physical and
mental wellbeing and can help combat the growth in social isolation and loneliness. Cultural
events can also help bolster the prosperity of the County Borough by attracting visitors and
tourists, providing employment and skills development opportunities.
5.4. The key outcomes (or components) to support the response to this objective include:

4



Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: developing the workforce of the future;



Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish;



Communities protect, enhance and promote our heritage and cultural assets;



Developing safer communities; and



Supporting and accommodating those most disadvantaged in the housing market.

JRF (2015) Monitoring Poverty and Social Exclusion 2015
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5.5. This objective has to work alongside our other wellbeing objectives which address these
underlying factors, particularly:




Children get the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they needs to be
successful learners and confident individuals;
Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural and built environment and
countryside; and
People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they are
safe and enjoy good physical and mental health.

Page 9 of 17
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6.

Communities protect, enhance and promote our environment and
countryside5
People, proud of the area’s outstanding landscape, regularly spend time outdoors in good
quality, accessible greenspace. Communities help improve their local areas, learning new
skills, building strong social bonds and helping wildlife flourish.

6.1.

There has been a minor change to this objective as part of the lessons learnt in year one
of the wellbeing plan. We now make reference to the ‘environment’; this includes both the
urban and natural environment, and not just the natural environment that has been stated
previously.

6.2.

Research shows that a healthy natural environment and countryside provides multiple
benefits for people and wildlife from improved air, water and land quality, habitat
protection and enhanced biodiversity to beneficial implications for physical and mental
health6,7. Therefore, the focus of this wellbeing objective is the work we do with our
communities to protect, enhance and promote the environment and countryside.

6.3.

How we act toward the environment and countryside will be a critical factor of a
sustainable future in Merthyr Tydfil because the benefits of improving our environment will
be felt across all of our wellbeing objectives. We define the environment as countryside
and all greenspace (natural environment) and urban locations (urban environment) within
the Council boundary. This broad definition of the environment recognises the importance
of nature in both rural and urban environments.

6.4.

This wellbeing objective offers a holistic and sustainable approach to meeting the
environmental wellbeing needs in Merthyr Tydfil. Those needs should be interpreted
broadly to include quality greenspace and connectivity, habitat protection and biodiversity,
resilient ecosystems, landscape character and pollution prevention. While this approach
is important for the environment as a whole, it will particularly benefit areas where there
are key environmental issues or risks. The key outcomes (or components) for
communities to protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside include:





5

6
7

Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution;
Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the waste hierarchy;
Developing good quality, biodiverse and connected green infrastructure and open
spaces; and
Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon energy.

The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 requires the Council to seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity and
promote the resilience of ecosystems taking into account diversity between and within ecosystems; the
connections between and within ecosystems; the scale of ecosystems; the condition of ecosystems (including
their structure and functioning) and the adaptability of ecosystems.
Chief Medical Officer Annual Report 2014-15
Life Course, Greenspace and Health, 2016.
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6.5.

A degraded environment means our residents, communities and businesses will have a
lower resilience to environmental risks. As the environment is an underlying factor and
influencer to many other wellbeing objectives, the risks presented by degraded
environment also include a range of economic, social, health, community safety and
cultural perspectives.

6.6.

Communities protect, enhance and promote the environment and countryside has to work
alongside our other wellbeing objectives to address these underlying factors, particularly:



People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they are
safe and enjoy good physical and mental health; and
People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses,
with a developing, safe infrastructure making Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination.
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7.

People are empowered to live independently within their communities,
where they are safe and enjoy good physical and mental health
People who are empowered to live independently within their communities, have the
appropriate support, advice and assistance to meet their personal needs, live safely and
access opportunities available to them. People, adopting health behaviours earlier in their
life, are healthier, feel good and function well.

7.1.

As a direct result from lesson learned during year one of the wellbeing plan, it was agreed
to combine the three previous Living Well objectives in to one comprehensive objective.
This was actioned as it is recognised there are strong relationships between good
physical and mental health, safeguarding adults and children and living an independent
full life. This will create one focus and avoid potential duplication.

7.2.

People need support to live independently and well in their communities for longer.
Research undertaken by the Office for Disability Issues suggests that independent living
provides significantly more benefits at an individual level than conventional forms of
service provision. There is also evidence to suggest that older people living locally wish to
remain living in their homes as long as possible.

7.3.

The link between physical health and mental health is incontrovertible. Poor physical
health can lead to poor mental health and vice versa. Conversely, good physical health
can improve a person’s state of mind; a strong and healthy mind can greatly improve our
ability to cope with physical ailments. There is a growing body of evidence that indicates
nature provides added value to the known benefits of physical activity.

7.4.

Feeling safe influences how people value their community, and is important to people’s
quality of life; often making the difference between people wanting to live and stay in their
neighbourhood or not. There is evidence to suggest that building confidence and
resilience in individuals and their communities is an important step towards improving
wellbeing.

7.5.

To ensure a holistic approach is met in this objective, the key outcomes (or components)
for Living Well will include:







7.6.

Safeguarding children and adults who are at risk of harm;
Tackling adverse childhood experiences and developing community Resilience;
Promoting healthy behaviours and increased levels of physical activity;
Promote good emotional wellbeing and improved mental health;
Clear and accessible information and advice; and
Services that provide people with the ability to live in their own home.

This objective has to work alongside all our other wellbeing objectives which address
these underlying factors, particularly:
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Children get the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they needs to be
successful learners and confident individuals;
People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses,
with a developing, safe infrastructure making Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination.
Communities protect, enhance and promote our natural environment and
countryside.
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8.

Appendix I: Seven Wellbeing Goals

GOAL

Description of the goal

A prosperous Wales

An innovative, productive and low carbon society which
recognises the limits of the global environment and therefore
uses resources efficiently and proportionately (including
acting on climate change); and which develops a skilled and
well-educated population in an economy which generates
wealth and provides employment opportunities, allowing
people to take advantage of the wealth generated through
securing decent work.

A resilient Wales

A nation which maintains and enhances a biodiverse natural
environment with healthy functioning ecosystems that
support social, economic and ecological resilience and the
capacity to adapt to change (for example climate change).

A healthier Wales

A society in which people’s physical and mental well-being is
maximised and in which choices and behaviours that benefit
future health are understood.

A more equal Wales

A society that enables people to fulfil their potential no matter
what their background or circumstances (including their socio
economic background and circumstances).

A Wales of cohesive
communities

Attractive, viable, safe and well-connected communities.

A Wales of vibrant culture
and thriving Welsh language

A society that promotes and protects culture, heritage and
the Welsh language, and which encourages people to
participate in the arts, and sports and recreation.

A globally responsible Wales

A nation which, when doing anything to improve the
economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of
Wales, takes account of whether doing such a thing may
make a positive contribution to global well-being.
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9.

Appendix II: Sustainable Development Principle

The WFG Act puts in place a ‘sustainable development principle’ which tells organisations how to
go about meeting their duty under the Act. Any reference to a public body doing something “in
accordance with the sustainable development principle" , means that the body must act in a
manner which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Public bodies need to make sure that when making their decisions they take into account the
impact they could have on people living their lives in Wales in the future.
There are five things that public bodies need to think about to show that they have applied the
sustainable development principle. Following these ways of working will help us work together
better, avoid repeating past mistakes and tackle some of the long term challenges we are facing.

Long term
The importance of balancing short-term needs with the need to safeguard the
ability to also meet long-term needs.
Prevention
How acting to prevent problems occurring or getting worse may help public
bodies meet their objectives.
Integration
Considering how the public body’s well-being objectives may impact upon
each of the well-being goals, on their other objectives, or on the objectives of
other public bodies.
Collaboration
Acting in collaboration with any other person (or different parts of the body
itself) that could help the body to meet its well-being objectives.
Involvement
The importance of involving people with an interest in achieving the wellbeing
goals, and ensuring that those people reflect the diversity of the area which
the body serves.
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10.

Appendix III: Our Shared Vision
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1. Doing Different Things
1.1.

Welcome to our wellbeing plan "Focus on the Future:
Wellbeing in our Community". In our plan, we set out
what we expect from our Councillors and what we
expect from the Council to achieve our Wellbeing
Objectives. Since last year this has been formulised
into political priorities and how this connects the local
wellbeing objectives and Cwm Taf Wellbeing Plan.

1.2.

As a Council, we are committed to working closely
with our communities to build resilience across the
County Borough and bring people together. As
Leader, I want to use my role to continue to build
connections between people and empower
community action as a way to improve wellbeing.

1.3.

Like all public bodies, the Council is facing increasing
pressures coupled with severe cuts in government
funding. How we respond to these challenges can be
an opportunity to do different things. Mobilising our
assets within individuals and communities, to focus on
what people value most, will be crucial in identifying
opportunities to do different things.

1.4.

As Councillors, we will continue to lead community
development by bringing people and communities
together. We will use our own knowledge, skills and
experiences to promote opportunities for community
involvement to achieve positive and long lasting
changes.
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Councillor Kevin O'Neill
Leader of the Council

"I want our Councillors to
be out there in our
communities, working
alongside our community
members to make
Merthyr Tydfil better."
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2. Investing in People's Wellbeing
2.1.

Earlier this year I presented the updated Statement of
Wellbeing, which set out our wellbeing objectives for the
community taking forward to 2022.

2.2.

On behalf of Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council, I
am pleased to present our updated plan "Focus on the
Future: Wellbeing in our Community". This plan sets out
what we will do in our communities to deliver our
Wellbeing Objectives and how we will work to do this.

2.3.

The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
requires public bodies to work better with one another
and with communities to involve and take a collaborative
approach. This is particularly important as we continue
to experience budget reductions.

2.4.

We must ensure the decisions we take secure sustained
improvements in the cultural, economic, environmental
and social wellbeing of the people who live and work in
the County Borough today and in the future. In order to
achieve this, I will be working to ensure the Council
works differently by applying the five ways of working set
out in the Act.

2.5.

The Leader of the Council has outlined the role local
Councillors play as community ambassadors. They will
help empower local people to transform their community
and address the issues they face through community
actions.

2.6.

Council officers have also been working together with
residents to help develop a baseline understanding of
wellbeing in the County Borough. This has helped
shape the Wellbeing Objectives in our plan. It has
enabled us to better understand how to improve
wellbeing in our communities.
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Gareth Chapman
Chief Executive

"Help me to help you, in
ensuring the Council and
its team of professional
and motivated staff work
with you, the communities
of the County Borough, to
deliver the Wellbeing
Objectives set out in this
plan."
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3. Glossary
Five ways of working

There are five things that public bodies need to think about to
show that they can work together better, avoid repeating past
mistakes and tackle some of the long-term challenges we are
facing. The five things are:

1- Long-term

The importance of balancing short-term need or demand whilst
safeguarding the ability to meet long-term needs.

2 - Prevention

Preventing problems occurring or getting worse may help
public bodies free up resources and meet their Wellbeing
Objectives.

3 - Integration

Considering how a public body's Wellbeing Objectives may
impact on each of the Wellbeing Goals, on their Wellbeing
Objectives, or on the Wellbeing Objectives of other public
bodies.

4 - Collaboration

Acting in collaboration with any other person or different
organisations that could help the public body to meet its
Wellbeing Objectives.

5 - Involvement

The importance of involving people with an interest in
achieving the Wellbeing Goals, and ensuring that those people
reflect the diversity of the area which the public body serves.

Wellbeing Objective

The Wellbeing Objectives set out what we feel needs to
happen locally to help improve wellbeing for the people of
Merthyr Tydfil and achieve the national Wellbeing Goals.

Wellbeing Goal

The seven Wellbeing Goals show the kind of Wales we want to
see. Together they provide a shared vision for the public
bodies in Wales to work towards.

Medium Term Financial Plan A plan to balance the financial implications of objectives and
policies against constraints in resources, which provides a
financial basis for decision making, to ensure financial
sustainability over the medium term (five years).
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4. Introduction
4.1.

Under the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, public bodies in Wales must
work in a sustainable way to achieve the common vision to improve the economic, social,
cultural and environmental wellbeing of Wales. Therefore, we need to make sure that
when we make decisions, we take into account the impact they could have on the people
living their lives in Merthyr Tydfil now and in the future.

4.2.

The Act establishes the Future Generations Commissioner for Wales, whose role is to act
as a guardian for the interests of future generations in Wales, and to support the public
bodies listed in the Act to work towards achieving the Wellbeing Goals.

Our Plan, Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community
4.3.

In our Statement of Wellbeing, we set out the scope of each Wellbeing Objective and
outline why we consider that meeting the Wellbeing Objective will maximise our
contribution to the achievement of the seven Wellbeing Goals.

4.4.

In our plan (Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our Community), we set out how we intend
to achieve the Wellbeing Objectives. In addition to the everyday work carried out by the
Council as business as usual, we also have key projects that are aimed to have a positive
impact on the wellbeing of our communities. New projects and business as usual
operations are appraised against our wellbeing objectives and the five ways of working.

4.5.

We review our plan annually (this being the second year and first review), to make certain
that the key projects remain relevant and clearly aligned to our wellbeing objectives. This
document the changes made as part of this review and the rationale for the changes. In
addition, we will also publish an annual report, which will evaluate the progress we have
made.

4.6.

Opposite is a simple diagram to visualise
where our plan (Focus on the Future:
Wellbeing in our Community) sits in relation to
the regional work across Cwm Taf and within
the Council.
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5. Financing the Plan
5.1.

The Council's Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) outlines the budget allocation for the
current year and projects future budget requirements. Our future MTFP is set out against
our Wellbeing Objectives.

5.2.

In order to align the Council’s financial management to the Wellbeing Objectives, we will
continue to redefine the detail within our financial reporting structure. This will add
additional information that will help determine financial allocations, through service
functions, to our Wellbeing Objectives. We have changed some of our internal
governance arrangements to do this.

5.3.

The work to redefine the detail within our financial reporting structure will be reviewed on a
continuous basis to ensure the Council be well informed in providing affordable services.
This work will be completed in time for the announcement of the annual provisional Local
Government Revenue and Capital Settlement.

5.4.

This will enable the Council to align future Revenue and Capital Settlements to our
wellbeing objectives in the future publications of our MTFP, these will be available in
March/April of each year.
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6. Involving Our Communities
6.1.

There are eleven Electoral Divisions in Merthyr Tydfil, represented by 33 Councillors. Our
Councillors play a significant leadership role as community ambassadors, helping provide
community intelligence and helping empower local people to transform their community
and address the issues they face.
Merthyr Tydfil Electoral Divisions (Wards) – See Map below
 Bedlinog
 Cyfarthfa
 Dowlais
 Gurnos
 Merthyr Vale
 Park
 Penydarren
 Plymouth
 Town
 Treharris
 Vaynor

6.2.

The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires a more 'active' level of
community involvement in order to achieve outcomes. This means that we need to
involve our communities in the planning and designing of services, and involve
communities in the decisions that affect them.

6.3.

In order to achieve a more 'active' level of community involvement, we trialled a Councillor
led project to engage with a local community and identify what is important to them within
their area. As a result Councillors engaged and involved communities in community
location clear ups. This was chosen as it is a political, Council operational and community
priority. This was a success and is continuing going forward. This approached will be
continued and widened. It will also be considered in our governance processes such as
scrutiny.

6.4.

Developing Community Action
We will provide support to our Councillors so they can carry out action workshops in our
local communities. The aim will again be to make certain communities investigate and
plan to address local issues they face, then to support when required.
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7. Wellbeing Objectives
7.1.

In order to set our Wellbeing Objectives we carried out a wellbeing assessment across
Cwm Taf1. This was carried out to inform and the Wellbeing Objectives as part of the
Focus on the Future document released last year for the period of 2017 to 2022. In
addition, we have been working together with residents to establish a baseline
understanding of wellbeing in Merthyr Tydfil. In this first year we have recorded the
delivery and captured lessons learnt, especially relating to the governance of the plan.
This knowledge has helped shape the Wellbeing Objectives, understand potential
responses to improve wellbeing and set a wellbeing score for the population. In brief, our
Wellbeing Objectives2 cover four themes. Learning the lessons of the first year where we
have engaged with scrutiny members, we have streamlined our original nine objectives
into four. These provide focus of delivery under each theme. However, it should be noted
that all priorities following the original engagement remain. The four themes and
objectives are:

BS

Best Start to Life

BS

Children and young people get the best start to life and are equipped with the skills they
need to be successful learners and confident individuals

WL

Working Life

WL

People feel supported to develop the skills required to meet the needs of businesses, with
a developing, safe infrastructure which makes Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination

EW

Environmental Wellbeing

EW

Communities protect, enhance and promote our environment and countryside

LW

Living Well

LW

People are empowered to live independently within their communities, where they are
safe and enjoy good physical and mental health

7.2.

In our Statement of Wellbeing we set out the scope of each Wellbeing Objective, which
provides the strategic perspective to view the services that we provide and the work we
do.

1
2

You can read the population wellbeing assessments and the well-being assessments on the Our Cwm Taf website.
You can read our Statement of Wellbeing on the Council website.
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7.3.

In this plan, we set out the steps that we will take to ensure that we maximise our
contribution to the Wellbeing Objectives. This plan will focus on what is being done (in
terms of business as usual and projects) to achieve the Wellbeing Objectives.

7.4.

Over the last year the regional objectives for Cwm Taf have been developed. This was
done with engagement and involvement with communities across Cwm Taf and involved
serval organisations. This has resulted in forming three regional objectives and these can
be viewed in the ‘Our Shared Vision’ document below. Political priorities have also been
formulated, being taken from the views expressed by communities of Merthyr Tydfil during
the local election period.

7.5.

Learning the lessons from the first year, the Council has also reviewed the way support
services to the Wellbeing of Future Generations Wales Act (2015) and indeed the Focus
on the Future plan is being delivered. This has meant that the services have become
more streamlined and focused on delivery.

7.6.

This has meant that our Chief Officers have worked with their teams and with each other
to refocus their strategies to achieve their Wellbeing Objectives and be better informed
when designing affordable services. Each Wellbeing Objective is the focus and key
performance indicators will show how well we are delivering. The five ways of working are
the basis for doing different things (and doing things differently). This creates an easy to
understand strategy on a page (SOAP) for each Wellbeing Objective. This will then form
the basis of the self-evaluation process going forward; in other words a means to test if we
are making a difference.

7.7.

In order to raise awareness, understanding and desire for change across the Council and
wider we have developed a document called ‘Our Shared Vision’. This connects the local
Wellbeing objectives outlined above with the Cwm Taf regional objectives and political
priorities; synergy is clearly apparent. The document links this to the Wales we want and
how we will achieve it (i.e. the five ways of working). Each Wellbeing Objective has a
strategy on a page sitting beneath them, as explained above. This creates a clear thread
from the Wales we want all the way down to strategies and then operational plans and
staff appraisals in delivering this. This means that individual staff members can see how
they are contributing. This explanation is used to make the connections and the ‘Our
Shared Vision’ document used to reinforce the message. With the review of our internal
staff performance appraisal process, the Wellbeing Objectives and five ways of working
will be built into the process.
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8. Contribution of our Wellbeing Objectives to the Wellbeing Goals
8.1.

The seven Wellbeing Goals3 show the kind of Wales we want to see. Together they
provide a shared vision for the public bodies of Wales to work towards. The chart below
provides a brief summary of where our Wellbeing Objectives primarily align to the
Wellbeing Goals.

Wellbeing Goal
A prosperous Wales
A resilient Wales
A healthier Wales
A more equal Wales
A Wales of cohesive communities
A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
A globally responsible Wales

Wellbeing Objective

Wellbeing Goals

Best Start to Life
Working Life
Environmental Wellbeing
Living Well

3

You can find out more information on the Act and Wellbeing Goals in this Guide.
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9. BS Objective: Children and young people get the best start to life and are
equipped with the skills they need to be successful leaners and confident
individuals life
Children, have a positive early experience to ensure they are ready to learn, ready for
school and can develop the knowledge skills and attributes they will need to flourish in life,
learning and work.
9.1.

This objective is the integration of two separate objectives as published in our Wellbeing
Statement (March 2017) and wellbeing plan Focus on the Future: Wellbeing in our
community (July 2017). The decision to integrate was based on the lessons learned
during year 1 of the Focus on the Future. Merging the objectives provides a greater focus
on the key transitions, which are milestone events for children and young people that have
a definite effect on their development. We define the transition events as, early childhood,
childhood and adolescence, and later adolescence and early adulthood.

9.2.

Education is one of the clearest predictors of life outcomes, such as employment, income
and social status, and is a predictor of attitudes and wellbeing. The objective integrates
the complete educational journey, from the early years through to compulsory years, and
post-16. The objective provides children and young people with the skills and attributes to
help them improve their own lives.

9.3.

From a Merthyr Tydfil perspective, the outcomes (also known as components) for Best
Start to Life are:





Children having a nurturing and stimulating home environment;
Children having access to high quality pre-school and school education;
Improve the educational outcomes for all children and young people; and
Children and young people have good health and wellbeing.

So, how will we give children and young people the best start in life?
9.4.

Under the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, the Council has a duty to take all
reasonable steps in exercising its functions to meet its wellbeing objectives. To ensure an
integrated approach in achieving our outcomes the table overleaf demonstrates how all of
our functions are working together to deliver this. It should be noted that this list is not
exhaustive.
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Our response to achieving wellbeing
Service Area Priorities

Key Projects that help deliver this Wellbeing
Objective

(Core Business / Business as Usual)
Achieving excellence in schools.




Developing the role of Pupil Voice at all levels

Outcomes
Pedagogy
Governance
21st Century Schools Programme
EOTAS
Improving Provision for pupils Additional Learning
Needs
Resilience
Improving outcomes for Children Looked After
School Holiday Enrichment Program (SHEP)

9.5.

Each theme will have an easy to understand strategy on a page (SOAP) that spells out
the Wellbeing Objective, outcomes and key performance indicators; it also identifies the
five ways of working in how we will work to achieve the objective. It is important to note
that the service areas under this objective also have a lower level SOAP and operational
action plans for delivery. This forms the basis of self-evaluation. There are several
projects that contribute to the delivery of more than one objective. For example the 21 st
Century Schools project above, also contributes to the Working Life objective.

How will we know if things are getting better?
By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:






Outcomes and educational standards for learners and groups of learners improve;
Early language development of children improves;
The health and wellbeing of children and young people improves;
The resilience among families in receipt of support improves; and
The maternal health of mothers in receipt of support improves.

Would you like to know more?
Visit the Council's website to learn more about:
Schools and Learning
Family Information
Employability and Adult Learning
Social Care for Children and Families
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10. WL Objective: People feel supported to develop the skills required to
meet the needs of businesses, with a developing, safe infrastructure
making Merthyr Tydfil an attractive destination
People live in safe, well-connected communities where heritage, language and culture are
valued and strengthened for future generations. Highly skilled and qualified people are
equipped to meet the changing needs of employers. The developing infrastructure
sustains and improves both the built and natural environment.
10.1. Following the lessons learned exercise which has been undertaken at the end of year 1 of
the wellbeing plan; findings have led to this objective being broadened to encompass four
of the former objectives. It is important to note that the emphasis of this objective has not
been lost. We have not deviated from the outcomes of the community and stakeholder
engagement sessions but become more focussed on delivery. The connections across
other objectives remain in delivering a Wales we want. This is illustrated in the table in
section 8 above. For example, the connections with the Environmental Wellbeing and
Living Well objectives around making a Wales of cohesive communities still exist. By
being more focussed the corporate management team has across directorate dialogue in
delivering the objectives, i.e. becoming more focussed. This helps the Council to continue
to understand how it works in delivering the Wellbeing Objectives.
10.2. The focus of this wellbeing objective will be on the work we do day to day (our ‘core’
business or business as usual) within our communities around skills development and
employability, business support/development (including social enterprises and physical
regeneration; a safe environment and plans to protect, enhance and promote our heritage,
language and cultural assets across the County Borough. However there are key projects
that will help us do different things in delivering our objective. These are listed in the table
below in section 10.4.
10.3. From a Merthyr Tydfil perspective, the outcomes (also known as components) for Working
Life are:






Making skills work for Merthyr Tydfil: developing the workforce of the future;
Developing the environment and infrastructure for business to flourish;
Communities protect, enhance and promote our heritage and cultural assets;
Developing safer communities; and
Supporting and accommodating those most disadvantaged in the housing market.

So, how will we develop the workforce of the future?
10.4. Under the Wellbeing of Future Generations Wales Act (2015), the Council has a duty to
take all reasonable steps in exercising its functions to meet its Wellbeing Objectives. To
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ensure an integrated approach in achieving our outcomes the table overleaf demonstrates
how all of our functions are working together to deliver this. It should be noted that this list
is not exhaustive.

Our response to achieving wellbeing
Service Area Priorities
(Core Business / Business as Usual)

Key Projects that help deliver this Wellbeing
Objective

Training/Skills Development/ Employability

Development of the Cyfarthfa Heritage Area

Business infrastructure and inward investment

Project Heartlands (redevelopment of the Dowlais
Steel Works site).

Physical Regeneration

Taf Bargoed Strategy

Business start-up support (including social
enterprises)

Development of the Goat Mill Road site

Destination/Tourism Development

Phase Three of Town Centre Master Planning

Community safety

Economic Growth Strategy

Public Protection services

Housing First Model in Merthyr Tydfil (homeless
based project)

Trading Standards / Licensing

Central Merthyr Tydfil Development Zone

Environmental Health services

Merthyr Tydfil Bus Station Development

Housing & homelessness

Townscape Heritage Programme

Housing adaptations

Rural Development Programme

Asset mapping and management

Active Travel and Trails Programme

Welsh language

YMCA redevelopment

Employability

Prevention of Doorstep Crime and Scamming
Development of a drug litter reporting App
Protection of children from age restricted products
Tackling violence against women and girls
DIVERT 18-25
Air quality
Housing software changes

10.5. As stated above, each theme will have an easy to understand strategy on a page (SOAP)
that spells out the Wellbeing Objective, outcomes and key performance indicators; it also
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identifies the five ways of working in how we will work to achieve the objective. There are
projects above that contribute to the delivery of more than one objective.

How will we know if things are getting better?
10.6. By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:


People in Merthyr Tydfil will have the skills to meet employers changing needs;



Our developing environment and infrastructure will encourage inward investment;



Our heritage and cultural assets will continue to be valued, protected and promoted;



People living working and visiting Merthyr Tydfil will feel safe and included; and



Those most disadvantaged in the housing market will feel connected and supported.

Would you like to know more?
Visit the Council's website to learn more about:
Employability and Adult Learning
Parking, Roads and Travel
Planning and Building Control
Childcare
Family Information
Rural Development
Conservation
Tourism
Culture
Welsh Language
Community Safety
Crime, Safety and Emergencies
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11. EW Objective: Communities protect, enhance and promote our
environment and countryside
People, proud of the area’s outstanding landscape, regularly spend time outdoors in good
quality, accessible greenspace. Communities help improve their local areas, learning new
skills, building strong social bonds and helping wildlife flourish.
11.1. There has been a minor change to this objective as part of the lessons learnt in year one
of the wellbeing plan. We now make reference to the ‘environment’, which includes both
the urban and natural environment, and not just the natural environment that has been
stated previously.
11.2. The focus of this wellbeing objective is the work we do with our communities to protect,
enhance and promote the environment and countryside. This is because research shows
that a healthy natural environment and countryside provides multiple benefits for people
and wildlife from improved air, water and land quality, habitat protection and enhanced
biodiversity to beneficial implications for physical and mental health4,5.
11.3. From a Merthyr Tydfil perspective, the outcomes (also known as components) for
Environmental Wellbeing are:





Minimise environmental damage through prevention of pollution;
Maximise efficient use of materials and resources by means of the waste hierarchy;
Developing good quality, biodiverse and connected green infrastructure and open
spaces; and
Promoting and supporting the use of renewable and low carbon energy.

So, how will we help our communities protect, enhance and promote our
environment and countryside?
11.4. Under the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, the Council has a duty to
take all reasonable steps in exercising its functions to meet its wellbeing objectives. To
ensure an integrated approach in achieving our outcomes the table overleaf demonstrates
how all of our functions are working together to deliver this. It should be noted that this list
is not exhaustive.

4
5

Chief Medical Officer Annual Report 2014-15
Life Course, Greenspace and Health, 2016.
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Our response to achieving wellbeing
Service Area Priorities

Key Projects that help deliver this Wellbeing
Objective

(Core Business / Business as Usual)
Waste Services

Furniture Reuse Scheme

• Increase recycling
• Reduce Landfill
Fly-tipping

Relocation of Waste Services

Street Cleansing

In-house management of HWRC implementation

Air Quality Management

Capital Programme

Carbon Management
Local Development Plan

Green Infrastructure Plan
Pengarnddu

Biodiversity
Landscape

11.5. As stated above, each theme will have an easy to understand strategy on a page (SOAP)
that spells out the Wellbeing Objective, outcomes and key performance indicators; it also
identifies the five ways of working in how we will work to achieve the objective. There are
projects above that contribute to the delivery of more than one objective.

How will we know if things are getting better?
11.6. By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:







The air quality on Twynyrodyn Road improves;
The local authority's CO2 emissions reduce by 3% from its buildings (per annum);
Reported fly-tipping incidents are cleared within five days;
The cleanliness of our streets improve;
Our recycling rates improve and we landfill less waste; and
The overall numbers of priority spaces that meet the quality standards improve.

Would you like to know more?
Visit the Council's website to learn more about:
Bins and Recycling
Fly-tipping
Air Pollution

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
Wellbeing in our community
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12. LW Objective: People are empowered to live independently within their
communities, where they are safe and enjoy good physical and mental
health
People who are empowered to live independently within their communities, have the
appropriate support, advice and assistance to meet their personal needs, live safely and
access opportunities available to them. People, adopting health behaviours earlier in their
life, are healthier, feel good and function well.
12.1. As a direct result from lesson learned during year one of the wellbeing plan, it was agreed
to combine the three previous Living Well objectives in to one comprehensive objective.
This was actioned as it is recognised there are strong relationships between good
physical and mental health, safeguarding adults and children and living an independent
full life. This will create one focus and avoid potential duplication.
12.2. People need support to live independently and well in their communities for longer; this
includes the need for both good physical and mental health. Poor physical health can lead
to poor mental health and vice versa. A strong and healthy mind can greatly improve our
ability to cope with physical ailments. It is equally important for the wellbeing of children
and adults that they are safeguarded from abuse, neglect or harm.
12.3. To ensure a holistic approach is met in this objective, the outcomes (also known as
components) for Living Well will include:







Safeguarding children and adults who are at risk of harm;
Tackling adverse childhood experiences and developing community Resilience;
Promoting healthy behaviours and increased levels of physical activity;
Promote good emotional wellbeing and improved mental health;
Clear and accessible information and advice; and
Services that provide people with the ability to live in their own home.

So, how will we ensure that people are empowered to live independently within their
communities, where they are safe and enjoy good physical and mental health?
12.4. Under the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, the Council has a duty to
take all reasonable steps in exercising its functions to meet its wellbeing objectives. To
ensure an integrated approach in achieving our outcomes the table overleaf demonstrates
how all of our functions are working together to deliver this. It should be noted that this list
is not exhaustive.

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
Wellbeing in our community
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Our response to achieving wellbeing
Service Area Priorities

Key Projects that help deliver this Wellbeing
Objective

(Core Business / Business as Usual)
Early Intervention and Prevention

Valleys LIFE

 A Strategy for Stability and Success
 Strategy for Children Looked After
Prevention
 Strategy for improving Information, Advice
and Assistance
 Learning Disability Statement of Intent
 Older Persons Strategy
 Learning Disability Day Service Strategy
 Strategic Review of the services provided
under the Intermediate Care Fund
Safeguarding Adults and Children

Stay Well @ Home Service

 A Strategy for Stability and Success
Developing Community Resilience

Supporting People Pricing System (Cost Calculator)

 A Strategy for Stability and Success
 Cwm Taf Supporting People Regional
Strategic Plan 2017 – 2020
Wellbeing












GP Shared Welfare Service

Early years and childcare strategy
Non maintained education
Childcare sufficiency
Integrated childrens centre
Play sufficiency
Youth service strategy(universal, targeted,
participation)
Youth support services strategy
Neets strategy
Adult community learning strategy
Tackling Poverty Strategy
Community Zone
Hidden Ambition care leavers

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
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12.5. As stated above, each theme will have an easy to understand strategy on a page (SOAP)
that spells out the Wellbeing Objective, outcomes and key performance indicators; it also
identifies the five ways of working in how we will work to achieve the objective. There are
projects above that contribute to the delivery of more than one objective.
How will we know if things are getting better?
12.6. By monitoring key performance indicators, we will know things are better when:











Adult protection enquiries are completed within statutory timescales;
Fewer adults at risk of abuse or neglect are reported more than once during the year;
There are fewer re-registrations of children on the child protection register;
More children are supported to remain living within their family;
More people visit our sport and leisure facilities and participate in physical activity;
Pupil participation in sport and physical activity improves;
More people receive the right information, advice and assistance when they needed it;
More adult service users can live independently;
The delayed transfers of care reduce; and
The time to deliver adaptations using the disabled facilities grant process reduce.

Would you like to know more?
Visit the Council's website to learn more about:
Safeguarding
Help to live at home
Social Care for Adults and Older People
Equalities
Sport and Leisure
Mental Health

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
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13. Get involved
13.1. There are a number of ways to get involved with the Council. One of the main ways to get
involved is through your local Councillor. You can find out who your local Councillor is
and how to get in touch with them by visiting the Council's [website].
13.2. We want to maintain community involvement and continue to develop our understanding
of wellbeing in Merthyr Tydfil. We welcome you to share your thoughts on wellbeing or
your ideas on how we can improve wellbeing in Merthyr Tydfil at wellbeing@merthyr.gov.uk.
13.3. Scrutiny Committees have arrangements to allow people who live or work in the local
authority area to make representations on any matter being discussed. There are many
different ways you may wish to get involved in the work of scrutiny, including:





suggesting a topic for scrutiny to investigate;
attending a meeting to listen to discussion and the debate;
attending a meeting to speak on an agenda item; or
providing information and evidence as a witness, to inform a particular piece of review
work being undertaken by a scrutiny committee.

13.4. Guidance on Public speaking at Scrutiny Committee meetings - Merthyr Tydfil County
Borough Council welcomes and encourages the active participation of its citizens
whenever possible and an opportunity exists for members of the public to speak at
Scrutiny Committee meetings on an item on the agenda.
13.5. Scrutiny Committees will consider requests to examine issues put forward from any sector
of the public. To qualify, requests must: affect a group or community of people; relate to a
service, event or issue in which the Council has a significant stake; not be an issue which
scrutiny has considered during the last 12 months; not be a matter dealt with by another
County Borough Council Committee (e.g. planning issues) except where the issue relates
to the Council’s decision-making process.

You can also find us on:
www.facebook.com/merthyrtydfilcbc

www.twitter.com/merthyrcbc

www.youtube.com/c/MerthyrTydfilCBC

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
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Agenda Item 4
Civic Centre, Castle Street,
Merthyr Tydfil CF47 8AN
Main Tel: 01685 725000

www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY REPORT
Date Written
Report Author
Service Area
Exempt/Non Exempt
Committee Date

19th March 2018
Howard Jones
Scrutiny
Non-Exempt
26th March 2018

To: Committee Members,

Developing a Work Programme for 2018/19
1.0

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1

At the start of each municipal year each Scrutiny Committees begins to devise a
work programme for the following 12 months.

1.2

This report provides some information for committee members to consider when
preparing the work programme.

2.0

RECOMMENDATION(S) that

2.1

The Committee notes the contents of this report.

2.2 The Committee considers establishing a Task and Finish Group to prepare a draft
work programme for submission to the next committee meeting for further
discussion / agreement.

3.0

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1

Scrutiny was introduced in local government across the UK through the Local
Government Act 2000, as the traditional “Committee System” of local government
administration was replaced with a more streamlined “Cabinet and Scrutiny
System”. Scrutiny was seen by the Centre for Public Scrutiny as having four
‘cornerstones’, namely:
•
•
•
•

3.2

Led by ‘independent minded governors who own the scrutiny role;
Acts as a ‘critical friend’ of the executive, holding decision makers to account;
Represents the views and concerns of the citizen; and
Leads to the improvement of public services.

Broadly speaking, local government scrutiny committees operate in a manner
similar to the select committees supporting the UK Parliament. They are composed
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of non-executive councillors of all political groups (in proportion to the Council’s
overall political balance), and meet both in public and in private to:
• Help the Administration develop and review policies;
• Test the Council’s performance and offer advice for improvement;
• Provide pre-decision scrutiny of decisions that the administration is about to
make;
• Periodically call in for examination decisions that the administration has
recently made;
• Offer a platform for citizens and citizen groups to represent their concerns or
ideas for improvement.
3.3

Scrutiny is recognised as playing a vital and statutory role in the council's
governance, shaping the agenda, influencing policy and holding decision makers
to account, engaging the public and building the organisation’s resilience and
accountability in its working with regulators, partners, the media and citizens.

3.4

Although scrutiny covers all areas over which the Cabinet has authority, a number
of key areas are specified in legislation and should be taken into account when
developing the work programmes. For instance:

3.5

•

The Police and Justice Act 2006 requires each Council to designate a
committee as its statutory Crime and Disorder Committee, providing powers to
scrutinise the way the Council is working with the Police and other agencies to
tackle crime and disorder and support community safety;

•

The Local Government Measure (Wales) 2009 gives scrutiny a statutory role
in securing improvement of public services under the Wales Programme for
Improvement, providing assurance to bodies like Wales Audit Office, Estyn
and the Care and Social Services Inspectorate for Wales that the Council is
providing robust and effective self-regulation;

•

The Local Government Measure (Wales) 2011 requires Councils to ensure
that its scrutiny function takes into account the citizen’s view, making
provisions for public co-option onto scrutiny committees, a close relationship
between the Council and its local voluntary services council, and requiring that
authorities have protocols for public involvement.

•

The Wellbeing of Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015 specifies that each
Council should designate a committee as its statutory committee to scrutinise
the Council and its local strategic partners in health, policing, environment and
the third sector working to secure wellbeing for the population through its local
Public Services Board (Cwm Taf Public Services Board).

The quality of the environment in which scrutiny operates, the practice of scrutiny
and the outcomes that it delivers can be usefully measured through the framework
of the Characteristics of Effective Scrutiny in Wales (see APPENDIX I), developed
by all 22 local authorities in Wales in partnership with the Centre for Public
Scrutiny and the Wales Audit Office. This framework identifies 15 key
characteristics that if followed effectively will deliver:
•
•

Better outcomes for the area;
Better decisions for the organisation; and
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•

Better engagement with the public.

4.0

DEVELOPING THE WORK PROGRAMME.

4.1

Setting a work programme for each of the scrutiny committees is an important
stage in the Scrutiny process. An effective and well planned work programme will
identify the key topics that scrutiny will consider over the coming year (June 2018
to May 2019). The Local Government (Wales) Measure 2011 requires Scrutiny
Committees to publish forward plans of their scrutiny work.

4.2

Scrutiny is a Member-led function and as such it is up to the scrutiny committees
themselves to determine the work programmes. It is vital that scrutiny members
take responsibility for both drawing up and managing their own work programme.
The work programme is a working document that is subject to change and
Members can add, remove, and defer items as necessary. A Work Programme will
provide a clear picture to the public and partners of planned scrutiny activity

4.3

“Effective work programming is the bedrock of an effective scrutiny function. Done
well, it can help to lay the foundations for targeted, incisive and timely work on
issues of local importance, where scrutiny can add value. Done badly, scrutiny can
end up wasting time and resources on issues where the impact of any work done is
likely to be minimal.” 1

4.4

The Wales Audit Office 2 says that “Councils should ensure that the contents of
forward work programmes are based on sound criteria with a clear rationale for
topic selection and that sufficient consideration is given to the method of scrutiny,
rather than just the selection of topics. A key criterion for the selection of topics
and the method of scrutiny should be the extent to which scrutiny committees are
likely to have an impact in the area they have selected.”
“To help ensure that scrutiny has an impact, scrutiny committees may have to
balance a desire to examine a large number of topics with the likelihood of
securing greater impact through focusing on a small number of items in more
detail.”

4.5

Some key principles for setting work programmes are shown below. A topic does
not need to meet all of these criteria in order to be scrutinised, but they are
intended as a guide for prioritisation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1
2

Is the issue a priority area for the Council?
Is it a key issue for local people?
Will it be practicable to implement the outcomes of the scrutiny?
Are improvements for local people likely?
Does it examine a poor performing service?
Will it result in improvements to the way the Council operates?
Is it related to new Government guidance or legislation?

Centre for public Scrutiny (CfPS)
th
“Good Scrutiny? Good Question!” 20 May 2014 http://www.cfps.org.uk/publications?item=113&offset=0
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4.6

The following criteria may also be helpful in identifying what issues are not suitable
for scrutiny:
•
•
•
•

4.7

The issue is already being examined by another body.
The matter is prejudicial to the Council's interests.
The matter relates to a specific case falling within the complaints procedure, or
should be dealt with via the complaints process.
The issue relates to an individual disciplinary matter or grievance.

Sources of information to identify key topics for the work programme come from a
wide range of sources including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suggestions made by Council Members and Co-opted members
Suggestions made by senior management
Suggestions made by members of the public
Corporate performance reports
Suggestions made by partners and stakeholders
Suggestions made by Regulators
The Council's Wellbeing Objectives
Topics from budget monitoring reports
Issues from audit and inspection reports
Performance issues
Inspectors’ and Regulators’ concerns (e.g. ESTYN, WAO and CSSIW)

Please see APPENDIX II (Scrutiny Work Programme – Prioritisation Process) and
APPENDIX III (Scrutiny Work Programme Proposal / Request Form)
4.8

The Committee will also have considered:•
•

Its areas of responsibilities / remit (see APPENDIX IV)
the roles that scrutiny undertakes e.g. holding the Cabinet and decision-makers
to account; policy review and development; performance monitoring; external
scrutiny. (see APPENDIX V)

APPENDIX VII is the work programme document that will need to be completed by
each of the scrutiny committees
4.9

The Welsh Government is keen that local authorities encourage members of the
public to participate and engage in scrutiny activity. Such mechanisms of
engagement include for example a member of the public requesting that an item
be placed on an agenda for consideration (providing this is of immediate relevance
to a topic included on its Work Programme); and the ability to submit evidence
(oral or written) to a planned or ongoing scrutiny review or investigation (taken
from the work programme).
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4.10 An article will be in the next Contact magazine asking the public for suggestions for
the work programmes. The Communications department will also put notifications
out on Twitter and Facebook asking for work programme suggestions.
4.11 There is a mechanism in place on the scrutiny pages of the Councils website to
allow anyone to submit suggestions for the work programmes (online form).
4.12 Should any members of the committee have suggestions to get the public more
involved in the scrutiny process, please can you contact the scrutiny section
accordingly.

HOWARD JONES
SCRUTINY OFFICER
BACKGROUND PAPERS
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National Welsh Scrutiny Officers Network

APPENDIX I

Outcomes and characteristics for effective local government overview & scrutiny
Outcome
What does good
scrutiny seek to
achieve?

Characteristics
What would it look like? How could we recognise it?

1. Democratic
accountability
drives
improvement in
public services.

Environment

“Better Outcomes”

i)

Overview & scrutiny has a clearly defined and valued role in the council's improvement and
governance arrangements.

ii)

Overview & scrutiny has the dedicated officer support it needs from officers who are able to
undertake independent research effectively, and provides councillors with high-quality analysis,
advice and training.

Practice
iii) Overview & scrutiny inquiries are non-political, methodologically sound and incorporate a wide
range of evidence and perspectives.
Impact
iv) Overview & scrutiny regularly engages in evidence based challenge of decision makers and service
providers.
v)

2. Democratic
decision making is
accountable,
inclusive and
robust.
“Better decisions”

Overview & scrutiny provides viable and well evidenced solutions to recognised problems.

Environment
i)

Overview & scrutiny councillors have the training and development opportunities they need to
undertake their role effectively.

ii) The process receives effective support from the council’s corporate management team who
ensures that information provided to overview & scrutiny is of high quality and is provided in a
timely and consistent manner.
Practice
iii) Overview & scrutiny is councillor-led, takes into account the views of the public, partners and
regulators, and balances the prioritisation of community concerns against issues of strategic risk
and importance.
iv) Overview & scrutiny meetings and activities are well-planned, chaired effectively and make best
use of the resources available to it.
Impact
v)

Decision makers give public account for themselves at overview & scrutiny committees for their
portfolio responsibilities.
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National Welsh Scrutiny Officers Network
Outcomes and characteristics for effective local government overview & scrutiny

3. The public is
engaged in
democratic debate
about the current
and future
delivery of public
services.

Environment

Practice

“Better engagement”

ii)

i)

Overview & scrutiny is recognised by the executive and corporate management team as an
important council mechanism for community engagement, and facilitates greater citizen
involvement in governance.

Overview & scrutiny is characterised by effective communication to raise awareness of, and
encourage participation in democratic accountability.

iii) Overview & scrutiny operates non-politically and deals effectively with sensitive political issues,
tension and conflict.
iv) Overview & scrutiny builds trust and good relationships with a wide variety of internal and external
stakeholders.
Impact
v)

Overview and scrutiny enables the 'voice' of local people and communities across the area to be
heard as part of decision and policy-making processes.
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APPENDIX II
Scrutiny Work Programme – Prioritisation Process
Does this issue affect a number of people
living, working and studying in the County
Borough?

NO

YES

Does the issue match the strategic aims of
the council?

NO

YES

Will the scrutiny activity add value? Is
performance likely to improve as a result of
scrutiny activity?

NO

YES

Will scrutiny work be duplicating other
work?

YES

YES

Is the Council due to review the relevant
policy
area
(allowing
scrutiny
recommendations to influence the new
direction to be taken)?

NO

YES

Is it an issue of concern to Partners,
Stakeholders, and/or the Community?

NO

YES

Are there adequate resources available to
do the scrutiny well?

NO

YES

Is the scrutiny activity timely?

NO

YES

ACCEPT
High
Priority

CONSIDER
Medium /
Low
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REJECT

3)

A Guide to Scrutiny Work Programmes

Scrutiny Work programmes
Scrutiny is a Member-led function and as such it is
up to the scrutiny committee itself to determine the
work programme. It is vital that scrutiny members
take responsibility for both drawing up and
managing their own work programme
Setting the work programme for scrutiny
committees is an important stage in the scrutiny
process. A work programme will show the topics to
be considered over the coming months and will
provide a clear picture to the public, officers and
other interested parties of scrutiny activity.
Scrutiny should be able to demonstrate that as a
consequence of its activity there have been
improvements in services and performance. It must
also be able to show that its activities are what
people want and can help to add the most value. It
is therefore essential that the process for selection
of scrutiny topics is thorough and robust.
Effective work programming is the bedrock of an
effective scrutiny function. Done well, it can help to
lay the foundations for targeted, incisive and timely
work on issues of local importance, where scrutiny
can add value. Done badly, scrutiny can end up
wasting time and resources on issues where the
impact of any work done is likely to be minimal.
The Wales Audit Office says that “Councils should
ensure that the contents of forward work
programmes are based on sound criteria with a
clear rationale for topic selection and that sufficient
consideration is given to the method of scrutiny,
rather than just the selection of topics. A key
criterion for the selection of topics and the method
of scrutiny should be the extent to which scrutiny
committees are likely to have an impact in the area
they have selected.”
There is no instant formula to decide which topics
to scrutinise. The key to effective scrutiny is for
Members to select topics where they can make
the greatest contribution.

Balancing the Workload
In setting a work programme committee
members may wish to refer to the Centre for
Public Scrutiny’s (CfPS) ‘Four Principles of Good
Overview and Scrutiny’ i.e.

a)
b)
c)
d)

To provide a ‘critical friend’ challenge,
To reflect the voice and concerns of the public
and its communities,
To take the lead and own the scrutiny process
and
Make an impact on service delivery.

Based on these four principles, a number of key
functions make up the core business of scrutiny.
Ideally, in setting its work programme, scrutiny
should aim for a balance between these different
roles, which include:Holding the Executive (Cabinet as a whole and
individual Cabinet Members) to account for the
quality and appropriateness of its/their decisions; for
the performance of the council against local and
national standards; and for the improvement of
individual services and departments.
Policy review - this could be for a number of
reasons including changes in legislation and
government guidance or a local policy that is no
longer fit for purpose or needs updating.
Policy development - in addition to reviewing
existing policies and services, scrutiny has a role in
developing and making recommendations for new
policy. This is often at the request of the executive or
full council but may also be a response to any third
party request or under scrutiny’s own initiative.
External scrutiny - the Local Government Act 2000
gives scrutiny committees the power to examine and
make recommendations on matters which are not the
responsibility of the local authority but which
nevertheless affect the local authority’s area or its
inhabitants

The 8 Elements of Work Programme
success
1. Be realistic. Start small and add elements if time
permits.
2. Make sure scrutiny Councillors take the lead in
identifying and managing the work programme.
3. Identify some ‘quick wins’ to gain confidence in
the early stages.
4. Shift/filter/prioritise your work programme.
5. Select a small number of issues which can be
examined in depth.
6. Make sure the issues are of interest to members,
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relevant to the work of the authority – don’t
avoid politically contentious issues.
7. Work programmes that cover 6-12 month
periods work best.
8. Ensure that you monitor the results.

Suggestions for scrutiny topics come
from a variety of sources:
•
•
•

Selection Criteria
The following criteria could be used by the Scrutiny
Committee and to support the evaluating and
prioritising of each proposed topic for the Scrutiny
Committee work programmes. This process is not
set in stone.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suggestions made by Council Members and Coopted members
Suggestions made by senior management
Suggestions made by members of the public
Corporate performance reports
Suggestions made by partners and stakeholders
Suggestions made by Regulators
The Council's Corporate Plan / Corporate
Priorities
The Cwm Taf PSB’s Plans and Strategies
Topics from budget monitoring reports
Issues from audit and inspection reports
Performance issues.
Inspectors’ and regulators’ concerns

The Committee will also have considered Its areas of
responsibilities / remit; the roles that scrutiny
undertakes e.g. holding the Cabinet and decisionmakers to account, policy review and development,
performance monitoring, and external scrutiny.

How to contact us.
Scrutiny Support Officer
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council
Democratic Services Department
Civic Centre, Castle Street
MERTHYR TYDFIL
CF47 8AN
01685 725464

scrutiny@merthyr.gov.uk
http://www.merthyr.gov.uk/council/councillors-andcommittees/scrutinycommittees/
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APPENDIX III
Scrutiny Work Programme Proposal / Request Form
Item(s) for ………………………………….………..Scrutiny Committee Work Programme
Topic/Subject ……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Q)

Why has the item been suggested for the scrutiny work programme?
Is the issue a priority area for the Council?
Is it a key issue for local people?
Will it be practicable to implement the outcomes of the scrutiny?
Are improvements for local people likely?
Does it examine a poor performing service?
Will it result in improvements to the way the Council operates?
Is it related to new Government guidance or legislation?
Other – please specify……………………………………………………………

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Q)

What is the specific role of the committee?
This will depend on the item – for example the role could be:
To determine if performance levels are acceptable in relation to a particular
department
To determine if a specific policy is fit for purpose
To satisfy itself that the Authority is working well with its partners in tackling a major
issue
To gather the views of specific stakeholders as part of an on-going scrutiny
investigation / review
To explore possible solutions to an issue
Other – please specify………………………………………………………………………..

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Q)

What outcome is being sought from the consideration of this item?
To comment on the proposed budget and make suggestions to cabinet regarding the
proposed budget’s ability to deliver the priorities of the council
Identification of any causes for concern and note successes.
To receive an overview presentation.
To gain an understanding of and to comment on a policy / strategy
To explore ideas around the setting of budgets while considering the pressures facing
each service. This also helps provide an overview of the policy frame work.
For the scrutiny committee to gain an overview and refresh their knowledge of the
corporate plan / other plan / other strategy.
Improvement in service delivery
other – please specify……………………………………………………………

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Q)

Who should be invited to the meeting to provide the information?
Depending on the information you need you might want to hear from a range of
witnesses – e.g. Cabinet members, Senior Officers, Service users, and External
partners – e.g. Police, Health Board etc

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Q)

Does the committee need to ask for written representations?
The Committee may wish to pose some questions to the Department / Cabinet
member / External Partner etc prior to the meeting. This may help in instances
when the committee is looking for something specific to be addressed. This will
assist whoever is attending ensure that they have the information / answer ready
for the meeting.

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Q)

Which meeting format / venue would be most appropriate for the item and for
the witnesses that will be invited to attend?
Meetings do not have to be held in a formal committee room environment. You
may wish to hold occasional meetings out in the community e.g. community
centres, sports facilities etc. It depends on the subject. Some people find the
formal setting intimidating. Site visits for example may be more appropriate to see
first hand what the committee is investigating / obtaining information on e.g. waste
sites, regeneration projects etc.

Please provide further details…………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Examples of types of scrutiny (what is appropriate for each topic)
1.

Policy Review & Development – where the Committee contributes to the
development of policy by scrutinising and making recommendations on policy
proposals. Scrutiny Members may wish to be kept informed regarding new legislation,
policy refreshing exercises and the outcomes of external assessments in order to
provide recommendations to the Cabinet on policy.

2.

Pre-Decision Scrutiny - Where the Committee evaluates and comments upon policy
proposals before they go to the Cabinet, giving the Cabinet the opportunity to know
Scrutiny Members’ views prior to making their decision. Members may wish to keep
informed of areas coming up on the agenda of Cabinet, in case they wish to prescrutinise items.

3.

Performance Monitoring – where the Committee regularly analyses key performance
data from the service areas within its remit in order to: highlight good performance;
identify poor performance; examine trends over time; benchmark against other
authorities; and examine the impact that initiatives and changes in resources have on
performance and service delivery. By undertaking this role scrutiny may identify
subjects that require further investigation

4.

Task and Finish – where the Committee examines a clearly defined topic using a
planned approach over a set period of time, including: receiving evidence from
Cabinet, officers and external witnesses; collating good practice; site visits where
necessary; consulting stakeholders; and delivering a clear set of key findings and
recommendations.

5.

Briefing Papers – where the Committee is receiving information on a topic to facilitate
future scrutiny and analysis of that issue.

6.

Call-in – where the Committee is considering a recent Cabinet or officer decision that
a non-executive Councillor has requested be re-considered, and which meets the
Council’s criteria for Call-in as per the Constitution.

7.

In-depth topic reviews – Scrutiny Members may identify a topic they wish to review
in depth. This enables Members to take time to consider evidence about the service
area or organisation in question from various stakeholders, and present wide ranging
recommendations aimed at service improvement.

8.

Overview - one of scrutiny’s main functions is to monitor the Council’s budget, service
performance, and key decisions. The Scrutiny Committees also have an ‘overview’
remit and may have items on the agenda to brief Members about an area of work
relevant to their terms of reference. Oversight of these areas is routine business and
normally planned in advance. By undertaking this monitoring scrutiny may identify
subjects that require further investigation.

9.

Short scrutinies - Scrutiny members can question senior officers and cabinet
members about an issue in just one or two meetings. This approach enables scrutiny
to address key, topical issues quickly. It is a useful way of holding to account or of
highlighting quickly the work being done by the Council in relation to residents' areas
of concern, or to have an update from a previous scrutiny to monitor progress. These
short scrutinies are also a useful way for members to monitor and challenge a service
or policy over a period of time and carry out broad, light touch, overview of services.
The outcomes of these discussions are likely to be comments to the Cabinet Member,
rather than detailed reports with a number of evidence-based recommendations.
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MTCBC Scrutiny Committee Remits
GARETH CHAPMAN

ELLIS COOPER

(Chief Executive)

(Deputy Chief Executive)

SUE WALKER

LISA CURTIS-JONES

CHERYLLEE EVANS

Chief Officer

Chief Officer

Chief Officer

Chief Officer

0 LEARNING0

0 SOCIAL SERVICES0

0NEIGHBOURHOOD SERVICES0

0COMMUNITY REGENERATION0

Chief Education Officer (Statutory Role)
School Improvement (David Swallow)
Inclusion & Wellbeing (Sarah Bowen)
School Planning & Improvement (A Lewis)
Additional Learning Needs (Dorothy Haines)
Governor Services (Gary Winston)

Director of Social Services
Adults Social Services (Mark Anderton)
Children’s Social Services (Annabelle Lloyd)
Community Development (Ian Benbow)
Safeguarding (Alex Beckham)

Anthony Lewis

Annabel Lloyd

(Head of School Planning and Improvement)

(Head of Children Social Services & Safeguarding)

Planning of School Places and School
Admissions (Helen Griffiths)
21st Century Schools Programme (Anthony
Lewis)
School Organisation Planning (Anthony Lewis)
Education Asset Management (Anthony Lewis)
School Catering / Schools Buildings and
Facilities Management / School Health & Safety
/ School Cleaning / School Caretaking (Edwina
Pickering)
Local Management of Schools & School
Resource (Craig Flynn)
Education Management Information Systems
(Capita One) (Emma Strand)

Wellbeing & Early Response (Joe Rhys-Jones)
Services Supporting Permanence (Sarah Skuse)
Merthyr Tydfil Family Centre & Contact (Pauline Lipian)
Family Support (Kathryn O’Keefe)
Intake (Gareth Powell) / Advocacy (Annabel Lloyd)
Children with Disabilities (Jon Eyre)
Early Intervention (Jon Eyre)
Children Looked After (LAC) (Tammy Griffiths-Type)
Fostering & Adoption (Angela Allen)
LAC Education Support (LACES) (Jessica Jones)
Children’s MASH) (Joe Rhys-Jones / Gareth Powell)
Multi Intervention Assistance (MIA) (Gareth Kedward)
Cwm Taf Youth Offending Service (Jason O’Brien RCT)
Cwm Taf Integrated Family Support (Jay Goulding (RCT)

Corporate Property & Estates (Lisa Emerson / Mick

ALYN OWEN

Waste Management (Paul Davies)
Highways & Engineering (Darren Chaffe / Kevin

Physical Regeneration (Chris Long)
Economic Development (Chris Long)
Tourism (Chris Long)
Employment / Employability Services (Chris

Davies)

Long)

Fleet Management (Mick Campbell)
Grounds Maintenance (Rob Barnett)
Street Cleansing / Tidy Towns (Paul Jones)
Environmental Cleansing and Enforcement (Paul

European and External Funding (Chris

Campbell)

Jones)

Long)

Destination Management Plan Coordinator
Public Protection & Housing (Steve Peters)

Parks & Bereavement Services (Rob Barnett)
Planning & Countryside (Judith Jones)

Mark Thomas

Carys Kennedy

(Head of Corporate Services)

(Head of Legal & Governance)

Customer Contact Centre (G Edwards/C
O’Neill)

Service Support (G Edwards/Sian Thomas)
Executive Support (G Edwards/Heidi Jones)
CCTV / Lifeline (G Edwards /Sian Davies)
Parking Administration, Enforcement &
Strategy (G Edwards)
CTPSB (Suzanne Davies)
Benefits and Revenues (Benefits, C.Tax,
Debtors, Cash Collection) (Mike Parry)
Internal Audit (Gary Evans)
Leisure Trust / Active Lifestyles / Sports,
Leisure & Culture Development (John
Sellwood)

Judith Jones

Steve Peters

(Head of Planning & Countryside)

(Head of Public Protection & Housing)

Development Control (Planning applications,
Appeals & Enforcement)
Building Control (Building Regulations &
Dangerous Structures)
Planning Policy & Implementation (Local
Development Plan, Built Heritage Conservation,
Landscape, Ecology & Biodiversity, G.I.S.

Partnerships (Suzanne Davies)
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Mark Anderton
(Head of Adult Social Services)
Supported People and Accom.(Lowri Morgan)
Day Services (Rob Derrick)
Initial Support Services (Angela Edevane)
Community Occ. Therapy (Sonia Lloyd-Williams)
Older People and Disability (Nicola Hughes)
Community Mental Health (Alyson Jones)
Psychiatry of Old Age (Alyson Jones)
Advocacy (Mark Anderton)
Complaints ((Jonathan Strong / Gaynor Lewis)
Assessment & Charging (Jonathan Strong /Lesley-Anne
Gallent) / Contracting (Gareth Richards)
Llysfaen (Chris Bartz)
Ty Bargoed Newydd (Treharris) (Margaret Davidson)
Ty Gurnos Newydd (Gurnos) (Nancy Harding)
Adults MASH (Alex Beckham)
Cwm Taf Social Care Workforce Development (Jon Day

Register of Electors (Ann Taylor)
Scrutiny Services (Howard Jones)
Information Governance (Lisa Donnelly)

Human Resources and Organisational
Development (Fran Donnelly)

Fran Donnelly
(Head of Human Resources and
Organisational Development)
(Reports to Carys Kennedy)

HR Operations (P. Williams)
HR Advice for Schools (Donna Perry)
HR Admin (G Estabanez)
Occupational Health (Alison Davies)
Job Evaluation (Leanne Edwards)
Health & Safety (A Dinham)
Pensions (N Zeraschi)
Payroll (David Jones)
Trade Unions

Housing Services (Strategic/Housing
Solutions/ Homelessness) (J Pike).
Housing Renewal Area (J Pike).
Disabled Facility Grants (J Pike).
Licensing (Paul Lewis).
Trading Standards / Licensing (Paul Lewis).
Environmental Health (Sue Gow)

Home to School / Subsidised Transport
“Countryside” relates to ecology, biodiversity and
landscape which sit under the umbrella of
implementation within the ‘Planning policy and
Implementation section’, for which Chris O’Brien is
the Group Leader.

Monitoring Officer
Legal (Simon Jones)
Democratic Services(Ann Taylor)
Electoral Services (Ann Taylor)

(Paul Lewis).

Registry Service (Lorraine Evans).
Community Safety (J Pike).

Steve Jones

Ellis Cooper

(Head of Finance)
Section 151 Officer
Accountancy (Adele Lewis)
Insurance (Huw Davies)
Procurement (Paul Davies)
Creditors (Huw Sims)
Corporate Finance (Steve Jones)

Other Departments:Corporate Comm’s (Ceri Dinham)
I.T. / Print & Design (Richard Evans)
Emergency Planning (Rob Gough)
Business Change (A Mogford)
Risk Management / Equalities/Welsh
Language (K O’Donovan) (Reports to A
Mogford)

Performance (Reports to A Mogford)
(Reports direct to Ellis Cooper)

RCT)

Chris Hole
(Head of Community Wellbeing)
Early Years & Flying Start (Sarah Davies)
Youth & Youth Services (Samantha Morgan)
Families First (James Watkins)
Communities First (Vacant)
Play (Chris Hole) / Integrated Children’s Centre (Nerys
Jones) / Adult Community Learning (Jayne Powney)
Parenting (Anthony Mee)
NEET’s (Diane Jones)

Social Services
Scrutiny Committee

Neighbourhood Services, Planning
& Countryside
Scrutiny Committee

Regeneration and Public
Protection
Scrutiny Committee

Governance, Performance, Business Change
and Corporate Services
Scrutiny Committee

(Also Crime & Disorder Committee)

Cllr Lisa Mytton (Portfolio Member for
Learning)

Cllr David Hughes (Portfolio Member for Social
Services)

Cllr Howard Barrett (Portfolio Member for
Neighbourhood Services, Planning
& Countryside)

Cllr Geraint Thomas (Portfolio
Member for Regeneration and Public
Protection)

Cllr Andrew Barry
(Portfolio Member for “Governance and Corporate Services”)

APPENDIX IV

Learning and LAESCYP
Scrutiny Committee

APPENDIX IV

APPENDIX V

The responsibilities of Scrutiny committees can be split into four main areas as
detailed below.

1. Holding Portfolio Holders to account for the services within their areas of
responsibility
The Cabinet system for local government means that the Leader and Portfolio
Holders are directly accountable for all of the services provided by the Council. This
means that Portfolio Holders are asked to present reports to Scrutiny and are held
accountable for the Council's performance.
Portfolio Holders are also held to account scrutiny through performance monitoring.
Portfolio Holders are invited to present monitoring reports on targets in their portfolio.
This gives the Committee a chance to take an overview of progress towards
achieving the aims of the Council for the year and helps to show the clear
relationship with the Portfolio Holder's responsibility for the service area.

2. Contributing to the development and review of key Council policies and
programmes
Scrutiny plays a vital role in maintaining an overview of the Council's work and
looking in depth at programmes of work or issues which either have particular
significance for residents or have been highlighted as areas of concern.
In order to undertake this work, the Committee can set up Informal Task & Finish
Groups of committee members who work with officers in the relevant area to review
the issue and report back to their parent scrutiny committee. If there are any
recommendations these are then passed to Cabinet for consideration and, if agreed,
implementation.
Scrutiny can also ask for ad hoc reports on aspects of the Council's business
throughout the year.
Scrutiny can do the following in relation to policy development and review:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Help the Council develop its budget and policy framework by looking at policy
issues;
Carry out research and consultation when looking into policy issues and
possible options;
Put in place mechanisms to encourage community participation and the
development of policy options;
Question Members of Cabinet, the Chief Executive / Deputy Chief Executive,
Heads of Service and senior Officers about their views on issues and proposals
affecting the County Borough;
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e)

Liaise with other external organisations operating in the area to make sure that
working in partnership is in the interests of local people.

3. Challenging decisions made by Cabinet or Portfolio Holders
The Council's constitution allows scrutiny to 'call in' Cabinet decisions. When 'call in'
has been used, Cabinet is not able to implement a decision until the matter has been
considered by the Scrutiny.

4. Reviewing the overall benefit to the public from services provided by the
City Council and other organisations
Scrutiny is able to scrutinise any matter affecting the County Borough or its
residents. To help undertake this important role, it is able to scrutinise services
provided by external organisations as well as those provided by the Council.
Scrutiny can also review the Council's partnership working in relevant areas. They
are able to look at all aspects of a partnership's work including the Council's role,
performance management and monitoring work programmes.
One difference with this external role is that Scrutiny cannot require a representative
from those external organisations to come and give evidence. Rather, it can invite
external people to attend to give evidence.
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Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Overarching Item

Officer & Cabinet
Member

Scrutiny Focus

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

m
en

Date / Timing

29th May 2018

Scrutiny & Challenge: -

ee

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

ag
r

10th July 2018

Scrutiny & Challenge: -

tt
o

Scrutiny & Challenge: -

28th August 2018

bj

ec

Scrutiny & Challenge: -

8th January 2019

-d

20th November 2018

at

es

su

9th October 2018

ra
ft
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Scrutiny & Challenge: -

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

M
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G

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

m
en

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

26th February 2019

ee

Scrutiny & Challenge: Scrutiny & Challenge: -

ag
r

Scrutiny & Challenge: -

9th April 2019

Scrutiny & Challenge: -
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Local
Authority
Support to the Third
Sector

ra
ft

-d

at

Date to be
confirmed

es

su

bj

Date to be
confirmed

Wellbeing Objectives reporting to scrutiny – At the Neighbourhood Services Scrutiny committee meeting on 30th
October 2018 it was felt that as the first round of reporting to each of the scrutiny committees was nearing an
end, that the committee would comment on experiences to date. As such an email was sent to the Chief Executive
and Cabinet Portfolio Member (and others) asking that the Performance Team review progress to date and
identify any lessons learned. A copy of the email is attached “Wellbeing Objectives reporting to Scrutiny”.
Subsequently a report was submitted to the Governance Scrutiny committee Report to Governance scrutiny on 9th
January 2018 Scrutiny awaits a further report on this issue and this has been added to the work programme (date
to be agreed).

ec

Wellbeing Objectives
reporting to scrutiny

tt
o

Additional items to consider for Work

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Local Authority Support to the Third Sector This item was as a result of a WAO report. Subsequent to the item
being discussed at the scrutiny meeting an email was sent to the Chief Executive and the Cabinet Portfolio
Member. A copy of the email is attached “Governance Scrutiny – WAO report “Local Authority…” As a result of
scrutiny’s involvement a report was submitted to the Governance Services Scrutiny Committee meeting on 13th
February. Here is a link to the agenda for 13th Feb (see item 3). This will remain on the scrutiny committees work
programme. Minutes of meeting

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

M

ta
tA
G

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Work Programme Descriptors 2018/19
(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change)

Date to be
confirmed

Cabinet Forward Plan

Governance, Performance, Business Change, and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee
Cabinet Forward Plan – Discussed as part of the work programme item 17th October 2018. A Task and Finish Group
was set up to report to Cabinet for Cabinet to develop a Cabinet Work Plan. Requires finalisation

ra
ft

-d

at

es

su

bj

ec

tt
o
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ag
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ee

m
en

Date to be
confirmed

As per the WAO scrutiny forward work programmes should: provide a clear rationale for topic selection; be more outcome focussed; ensure that the method of scrutiny is best suited to the topic area and the
outcome desired; align scrutiny programmes with the council’s performance management, self-evaluation and improvement arrangements.

